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03-Feb-23

Precept Commitment 1: 

Continue to prioritise neighbourhood policing; building and developing the problem-

solving skills needed to tackle community crime and anti-social behaviour, and ensure 

that PCSO numbers are not reduced below 509

Mayor Ongoing

03-Feb-23

Precept Commitment 2: 

Ensure that along with increasing sustainability, the Energy Management Strategy exploits 

all opportunities for delivering energy cost efficiencies enabling savings to be reinvested 

within the overall budget

Mayor Ongoing

03-Feb-23

Precept Commitment 3:

Provide the Panel with a half year revised MTFF to assure them that required efficiencies 

are on track in line with projections.

Mayor Complete

03-Feb-23

Precept Commitment 4:

Engage in early discussion with Panel about the content and format of future budget 

consultation with the aim of providing the public with detail of the implications of 

different options and seeking to understand the reasoning behind people’s choices

Mayor Ongoing

10-Mar-23 7.7.2 A breakdown of grant money per district to tackle anti-social car crime to be circulated. Mayor Apr-23
This will require further information from the Contracts and Commissioning Team, but this 

data is held.
Ongoing

14-Jul-23 5.10.1 The Deputy Mayor to provide data on stop and search for the 14-20 age group. DMPC Jul-24 Update will go to July 24 Panel Ongoing

14-Jul-23 6.12.1
The Deputy Mayor to look at ways of promoting the 24/7 Rape and Sexual Abuse Support 

Line in West Yorkshire.
DMPC Aug-23 WYCA Comms Team will be highlighting this during Violence Awareness week 5-11 Feb Ongoing

14-Jul-23 7.2.1
Interested Panel Members to be linked to thematic leads within the Mayor's office to 

enable understanding and monitoring of individual areas of the Delivery Plan.

SW / Panel 

members
TBC Most contacts have now been made Complete

08-Sep-23 5.16.1
The Deputy Mayor to provide a further breakdown of ethnicity statistics, focussing on 

senior roles at West Yorkshire Police.
DMPC Dec-23 Ongoing

08-Sep-23 5.16.2
The Deputy Mayor to check if any issues have been flagged around the upcoming 

transition from analogue to digital landlines, which could affect 999 call answering times.
DMPC Dec-23 In progress.  Verbal update by DMPC possible once information is available Ongoing

08-Sep-23 6.17.1

That the Deputy Mayor provide Panel with a paper which sets out the assurances she has 

had that the Force’s senior officers understand and are aware of any issues of negative 

behaviour and culture in WYP such as those identified in the Casey report.  It was 

requested that the paper additionally shows how the Mayor’s office triangulate any 

concerns raised directly with them

DMPC TBC
The Panel Officers have discussed this with the Mayor's office.  The Partnerships Team are 

reviewing this action.  Update for next Panel 
Ongoing

10-Nov-23 5.6.1

The Director of Finance and Commercial Services to amend the report to i) continue to 

show two separate lines for PFI, and Rent and Rates, and  ii) provide clarification around 

the references to "75p income loss and CT support", before the final version of the report 

comes to Panel in February.

DFCS Feb-23 This is being completed and will feature in the Precept paper Ongoing

10-Nov-23 7.12.1
The Deputy Mayor to provide the following breakdowns of information from this year's 

consultation survey: ethnicity, return rate of the postal survey and responses by method.
DMPC Feb-24

This information is provided as part of the Precept paper 24-25 in Appendix A - Survey 

Results
Ongoing
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10-Nov-23 9.2.1 A item on online harm intervention to be added to the Forward Agenda plan.

SW / 

Mayor's 

Office

TBC Pencilled into forward plan for July Ongoing

08-Dec-23 5.6.1
The Deputy Mayor to share an upcoming evaluation of the CARA programme, including 

baseline data and success criteria calculations.
DMPC TBC

 Publication of the report is expected some time in the new year and will be shared with 

the Panel, once it is available. Report is due soon 
Ongoing

08-Dec-23 5.6.2
The Deputy Mayor to give context to the data on domestic abuse in the Annual Report, 

alongside expanding on the work of the CARA programme.
DMPC TBC In progress as part of the updates to the Annual Review Ongoing

08-Dec-23 5.6.3
The Deputy Mayor to amend the narrative around the Positive Futures Youth Intervention 

scheme to reflect the inclusion of all five local authority areas.
DMPC TBC In progress as part of the updates to the Annual Review Ongoing

08-Dec-23 5.6.4
The Deputy Mayor to include actual numbers of respondents to the precept consultation 

survey in 2022, in the report.
DMPC TBC Ongoing

08-Dec-23 7.11.1
The Deputy Mayor to include population data for context, and age alongside KSI 

indicators going forward.
DMPC TBC Ongoing

08-Dec-23 8.7.1
The Deputy Mayor to look at the possibility of IDVAs and ISVAs collecting data on victim 

engagement in the criminal justice process.
DMPC TBC Ongoing
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